Using a frozen orbit concept, we establish a new lunar mapping orbit which is near circular, near polar, near constant low altitude, and near sunsynchronous. A proper orbit is one whose mean elements are constant, except for uniform precession of the line of nodes and periapsis over a month, and periodic element variations are suitably small. With the INT lunar gravity model, we find a family frozen orbits that are near polar, so global coverage can be achieved in one month. This family of frozen orbits yields an attractive set of lunar mapping orbits with 100 km altitude and good control over sunlight conditions.
I. Introduction
Many authors have studied sun-synchronous orbits of artificial satellites under the gravitational influence of the Earth. With the catch phrase of "Back to the Moon", a number of missions to the Moon have been proposed for the next decades. For the lunar satellites, we can also apply the same approaches used historically to design Earth satellites. Almost all of these missions require low altitude near-circular near-polar lunar orbits. These lunar orbits enable us to obtain global maps and also study the gravity field of the Moon. One attractive class of mapping orbits have a low altitude, and are near polar. The resolution of imaging experiments obviously depends on the altitude of the spacecraft above the lunar surface. In order to facilitate the design of a suitable mapping camera system, it is also desirable to keep the altitude of the spacecraft reasonably constant during consecutive passes over the polar regions. Furthermore, scene illumination should remain as constant as possible throughout the imaging cycle of lunar mapping satellites, so stereo correlation of overlapping images taken on various orbits will be optimized.
Careful analysis of the very significantly perturbed orbital motion is needed to predict the long term (at least one month) behavior of the orbit. We know that such orbits are strongly perturbed by the effects of the non-uniform lunar gravity field. In particular, the higher degree odd zonal coefficients produce long period changes in eccentricity and inclination. The lunar gravitational potential departs slightly from that of a body with axial symmetry. This effect gives non-zonal harmonics which cause also affect the orbit of the spacecraft. Generally, however, orbit variations due to these terms have been found to be small amplitude and have a short periodic nature, and do not produce long term changes in the orbit. The orbits of the lunar satellites are also perturbed by the gravitational forces due to the Earth and the Sun. In this study, we seek a lunar mapping orbit which is near-circular, near polar, near constant low altitude (100 km), and near sun-synchronous.
angular rate of about 36O0/(27.32days), as a consequence, the Moon has a much more spherical shape. Therefore, the oblateness-induced orbital precession is much less. This perturbation has historically been depended upon for earth centered orbits to cause near polar orbits to precess about a degreetday and therefore provide sun-synchronous orbits attractive for many earth-sensing missions. For the Moon, imposing the sun-synchronous condition for lunar orbits is not feasible for producing near-polar orbits. The precession of the line of nodes due to oblateness (J, effect only), averaged over an orbital period, is given by 3 R ,
For example to obtain an exact sun-synchronous orbit, we would require that 27.32 c 2 = (-)360 = 26.9266(degrees/lunar day) 365.26 and for semi-major axis a=1837.63km, eccentricity e=O, the equatorid radius of the Moon R=1737.63km, the gravity constant of the Moon p = 4902.78 km3 / sec ,, the second zonal harmonic coefficient J, = 0.00020433, then the equation (1) gives inclination 1=144.8218~ , which is not very attractive for lunar mapping, because this orbit does not pass ~~c i e n t l y near the poles. We choose a lOOkm altitude orbit which is low enough to permit hlgh spatial resolution. With a lOOkm altitude the lunar satellite will cover the Moon in 361 orbits, and the equatorial lunar rotation displacement per orbital period is on the order of 30km which leads to a reasonable swath width for imaging the lunar surface, including significant overlap with adjust orbital passes to enable stereo triangulation to map the lunar surface (Light 1992).
The geometry shown in figure 1 is a view from above the ecliptic plane. The sketch is useful for orbit design because it shows the line of nodes of a Lunar Observer's orbit. The orbital plane can be allowed to precess due to lunar oblateness through a sidereal angle of 241 while the Moon moves in its orbit one sidereal lunar day(8 = 26.9266"). For the geometry shown, if an exact sun-synchronous condition was satisfied, it is obvious that I $ =0 / 2 = 13.4633". If we surrender the sunsynchronous constraint, we can decide upon the total rotation (24 ). We wish to achieve due to oblateness precession of the line of nodes, and use this as a starting point for a preliminary orbit design. For example, if 4 = 4" is selected, then a= 24 = 8" per lunar day, and substituting this into equation (1) gives a resulting near-polar inclination i=104.0540° . This inclination leans the orbital plane toward the Sun, but is near enough to a polar orbit to be considered a near polar mission. In order to create the opportunity to map all of the Moon considering sun lighting, it is necessary that the mapping mission last at least one synodic month or of the sunsynchronous case. The configuration shown in Figure 1 , for clarity, is the symmetric situation where the line of nodes points directly at the Sun half way into the mission. Clearly any desired starting longitude of the ascending node can be chosen. The analysis below holds for any chosen initial longitude for the ascending node. This permits optimization of lighting conditions for the particular mapping mission. For most cases, it will be desirable that the line of nodes be initially near the terminator. For example, choosing +I to be 65 " initially will place Figure 1 . A near sun-synchronous polar orbit. the line of nodes at 38.46" from the terminator and the precession rate h will remain unchanged from the above discussion.
The Gravitational Effect of the Earth and the Sun
The Lunar Observer will experience perturbations due to the gravitational force of the Earth and the Sun. The Earth and the Sun perturbations of a lunar satellite representative of the more general problems of third-body perturbations. Out to 400km above the lunar surface, the effect of the Moon's bulge is greater by about 10 times than the Earth's perturbation and the Sun's effect is only of order 11200 times the Earth's (Roy 1968). Although the gravitational effects due to the Earth and the Sun are very small, in this paper we consider the effects to calculate only the variations in the longitude of ascending node of a Lunar Observer. Agrawal(1986) has obtained approximate secular results due to a third-body as following km, p p = 3 . 9 8 6~1 0~k m~I s e c~, i, =6.72". Using the same procedure, we obtain AR = 0.2939 (degl synodic month). The total changes in the ascending node due to the Earth and Sun is 0.2952 (deglsynodic month) for a Lunar Observer with lOOkm altitude and 104" inclination. Thus, to first approximation in selecting a design orbit, we can ignore the Sun's perturbation, and the Earth's perturbation is over two orders of magnitude less important than the Moon's oblateness effects.
IV. The Frozen Orbit
An important aspect of altitude control involves choosing a nominal orbit that minimizes altitude variations over any given latitude. This type of altitude control has been studied for the Seasat-A mission [Cutting et al. 19781 . From analysis of the classical Lagrange equations motion of a spacecraft in a nonuniform gravity field we know that frozen orbits can occur under specific conditions. If there are no secular changes in the eccentricity, inclination and argument of periapsis, the orbit is said to be frozen. Frozen orbits are extremely useful from a mission design point of view. Since the average orbital elements in these orbits remain constant, they can greatly reduce orbit maintenance requirements and operational complexity. -r "(a)3
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To find a frozen equations for e, I , (5) orbit we try to solve the above a, that simultaneously satisfy equations (3), (4) and (5) and make the three righthand sides of these equations vanish. When the argument of periapsis is equal to 90" or 270°, the right-hand sides of equation (3) and (4) The constant values of eccentricity and argument periapsis will keep the periapsis location relatively constant and thereby keep the spacecraft altitude constant above any given point on the Moon. A small value of eccentricity is obviously required in order to minimize the altitude variation.
Long term changes in a low altitude orbit at the Moon are dominated by the first two zonal terms of the gravity field. It is shown that the long term changes in semi-major axis and inclination are zero and changes in the longitude of ascending node do not effect the other elements. Thus, we are interested in changes in eccentricity and argument of periapse. Two simple linear first order differential equations represented in terms of h=e sin o and k = e c o s o have been developed to model the orbit evolution. A simple way to control the long term variations can be determined directly from these equations. From (Cook 1991 ), The equations of motion are where and An equilibrium solution for this dynamical system can be found by setting the right-hand sides of (6) and (7) equal to zero and solving for the resulting orbit elements. Converting from the h and k elements into eccentricity and argument of periapse yields the following equilibrium coordinates;
Using above equations (8) and (9), we obtain a particular orbit whose the long term variations in eccentricity, inclination and argument of periapse are zero.
V. Results
The frozen orbit location is a function of the gravity field model. The gravity fields determined by Lunar Orbiter and Apollo data give sufficiently different results such that no predicted behavior can be claimed to be conclusive, with our present knowledge of the lunar gravity field. In order to validate the orbit design based upon the orbit averaged Lagrange Planetary equations , it is necessary to do a simulation study. Assuming the Moon is a spheroid, we obtain the lunar potential which can be written as a series of spherical harmonics of the form (Roy 1978) where Pk(sin6) is the Legendre polynomial, 6 is lunar satellite's latitude. Converting sin6 into z/r , we get the following equations of motion in the Cartesian coordinates to be integrated numerically.
The results in figures (4)-(8) can be found by numerical integration of eqs (10) (1 l), the candidate elements for a frozen orbit and the zonal harmonic coefficients up to J,, in the INT lunar gravity model. It is shown that eccentricity, inclination and the argument of periapsis are sufficiently near their mean values to consider the orbit 'Ifrozen". The precession of the line of nodes is decreased slightly by higher order zonal harmonics but the value is still reasonable for a near sun-synchronous orbit.
VI. Conclusions
Using the concept of a frozen orbit, we are led to an attractive set of orbits for lunar mapping. The elements of a typical member of this family are :
semi-major axis (a) : 1837.63 km eccentricity (el : 0.002825 inclination ( 1 ) : 104" argument of periapsis (w )
: 270 " longitude of ascending node ( R ) : 188.63 "
The remaining members of this family have identical elements, except for a different longitude ( 0 ) of the ascending node. These orbits provide good control over sunlight conditions through selection of Q.
Using numerical simulations, we have verified that these orbits are 'Ifrozen" in the sense that all secular efrects ( other than precession of the line of nodes) are very small over one month. The methodology in this paper represents an excellent approach for designing mapping orbits around other solar bodies that are not sufficiently oblate to give sun-synchronous, near-polar orbits. It is evident that any improvements in our knowledge of the gravity field can be readily incorporated into this approach. 
